The Criminal Justice System
Supreme Court
Trial - Judge and Jury
Judge in jury trial is a
judge of the law
Judge can’t comment
on guilt or innocence
Jury is the judge of the
facts and decides what
facts have been proven
by the evidence

Burden to prove
guilt rests with
prosecution – [see
note at end of page]

Prosecution opens

Judge & jury
Arraignment
Voir Dire
Jury empanelled and
is in charge of the
accused

Accused answers
to charge

Not Guilty
-

Guilty
Sentencing – Pg 5

Prosecution
calls witnesses

Prosecution
cross examines
Defence’s witnesses

At conclusion of all the
evidence, both Prosecution
& Defence deliver closing
arguments or summations

Accused is still bound by bail
conditions set in Provincial
Court or Supreme Court

Voir Dire – trial within a trial
Legal argument about
admissibility of evidence. Usually
heard before the trial starts, but
can take place at any time. Most
times the jury is not present. At a
jury trial, the legal arguments of a
Voir Dire cannot be reported by
the media until jury retires to
deliberate. Inadmissible evidence
not presented to jury, admissible
evidence is presented.

Defence
cross examines
Prosecution’s witnesses

Defence
may call evidence

Prosecution & Defence
deliver closing arguments
or summations

At conclusion of
Prosecution’s
evidence, Defence
may elect to call
evidence or call no
evidence

In direct examination, leading questions are not permitted but are allowed in cross-examination [a leading
question is one which suggests the answer to be given or which contains the answer]. On re-examination,
leading questions are not allowed. At conclusion of cross examination, Prosecution may re-examine it’s own
witness on new matters arising from the cross-examination, but cannot re-examine to simply have witness restate testimony. This applies to both parties: the key is who has called the witness.

Prosecution sums up its case
[If Defence does not call evidence,
prosecution sums up its case first]

Defence sums up its case
[If Defence does call evidence,
Defence sums up its case first]
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Judge sums up law to the jury
Jury deliberates
in private

Jury may ask
questions of the
judge to help with
the deliberations.
Judge discusses the
possible answer with
counsel in jury’s
absence before
answering questions

Jury delivers the
verdict

Guilty

Sentencing
[Pg 5]

Not guilty

Judge instructs jury on the
relevant law and how to apply it
to facts as they find them

Hung jury
Jury unable to decide

Judge takes back responsibility for the person

Person free to go

Judge declares mistrial

Person has same status as
before the trial – date to be
set for re-trial in
Supreme Court with jury

Note: The burden to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt rests with the
prosecution. The accused does not have to prove his or her innocence or to
disprove the evidence offered by the prosecution. This burden does not
shift to the accused.
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